Improving English Learning For Kindergarten Students Through Comma Application In New Normal Era
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Abstract

English is one of international languages for connecting and sharing knowledge throughout the world. As regulated in the national standards of early childhood education (PAUD), language is one of the measurement criteria in the early childhood education system. The aim of this research is to assist schools in improving human resources by providing training on English teaching methods with the Total Physical Response (TPR) method and English teaching applications with the android-based application called Comma. We collaborated with partners to design and create Comma application concept and system. The aim of this program is improving the quality of human resources in terms of teaching English for kindergarten students. The test results state that all operations can be performed on this Comma application which shows the system operated as expected or it can be said that the system testing is successful so that the Comma application is ready to be released and used by users who need this application to improve their English skills through the TPR method. With the Comma application, it can be used to improve understanding of the English language, especially in early childhood education and can be used as a good alternative in teaching English in the early childhood education environment.
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1. Introduction

The age of two to seven years is the most sensitive period in learning language. So during this sensitive period, it should be maximized in teaching how to speak properly and correctly, because language skills are very useful for communicating with their environment [1]. Children who master many languages have advantages in terms of intellectual flexibility, academic skills, language and social skills [2]. Through language, children can communicate with others to express and understand the thoughts and feelings that children say and other people say in the form of oral, written, facial expressions, language symbols, signs, pantomime and art [3][4][5]. Early childhood with pure socio-emotional development will find it very easy for facilitators to instill cognitive and language aspects [6].

Learning is something that educators do and the purpose of learning is to advance the way students learn [7]. The provision of education from the beginning to children is an important stage, thus, early childhood education provides guidance for optimal acquisition in the future [8]. Early childhood education is an early stage of education that emphasizes the concept of learning and playing. Early childhood education is an early education that is held from the time children are born until they enter basic education Technical Instruct Law number 20 of 2003 [9] concerning
the National Education system mandates that, "Kindergarten education is an effort aimed at fostering children from birth to the age of six years which is carried out through the provision of educator stimulation to help physical and spiritual growth and development. so that children have readiness to enter further education". The impact of bilingual learning is being able to improve aspects of language and cognitive development in children as evidenced by the statement that bilingual children have higher scores than monolingual children on verbal and non-verbal intelligence measures [10].

TPR is a popular method for introducing vocabulary related to actions or movements for early childhood [11]. The TPR method is an effective English learning method because it coordinates command, speech and action through motoric activities [12]. TPR is the comprehension approach, which is a foreign language approach method with commands or instructions [13]. Using the TPR method in teaching English to children will feel more fun and enjoyable, where it doesn't require a lot of preparation, and is very effective for early childhood, suitable for kinesthetic learners to be active in learning, and makes it easier for students to remember words and sentences. commands well and works very well for classes with diverse abilities [14]. The TPR method is designed based on how children learn their mother's speech [15]. In the TPR method, understanding and memory are obtained well through the students' body movements in answering or responding to commands [16]. The TPR method is very suitable for younger, especially early childhood education because directly physical activity or body language will respond to a command before producing a speech response [17].

There are 7 (seven) basic characteristics of this Total Physical Response method, this method aims to make students learn to communicate using the target language in a pleasant situation, intent in the target language is expressed through behavior using imperatives (commands), students understanding of the target language should be developed before speaking (listening first, then continuing with speaking), imperative (command) is an influential linguistic tool, to direct student behavior, feelings of success and low anxiety facilitate learning, corrections are given in an indirect and discreet way, students will start talking when they are ready [18].

The Comma application is an English learning application for early childhood education that uses an Android base. Android is an operating system for Linux-based mobile devices that includes an operating system, middleware and applications [19] This English learning application uses the Total Physical Response (TPR) method as the basic foundation in making the Comma application. The TPR method is a learning method that emphasizes learning English using three important aspects, namely command, speak, and action. The purpose of the Comma application is to improve vocabulary and imperative sentences. Based on the description above, TPR method will be very effective if it is applied in the English learning process for early childhood education considering the problems that often occur, namely the lack of human resource whose mainly teachers ability in mastering English material so it hampers the teaching and learning process for students. Some of the advantages of the TPR method are that it is fun, interesting and easy so that it can accelerate mastery of English material. The COVID-19 pandemic period has had an unfavorable impact on the world of education, especially the problem of effective teaching and learning processes through online. The Comma application is one of the tools to facilitate learning English for early childhood education in the new normal era.

The series of using the Comma application consists of 3 elements, which are input, process and output. These three elements are intended so that users can achieve the goals of learning English through the comma application. In this application there are 2 users, one of the is the owner or the institution that can be used to monitor the learning progress of the students. The second user is the students who will be the user of the Comma application and conduct an assessment.

2. Material and Method

The research location was conducted at Roudlotul Mustaqin Kindergarten, Ngares Wetan, Ngareskidul Village, Gedek District, Mojokerto, East Java. The time of the research was around July 2021 to August 2021 until the required data were sufficient.
The software used in making this comma application is using visual studio code and using the Dart programming language.

The dependent variable is the variable that is influenced or which is the result of the independent variable. The dependent variable in this study is the Comma Application. The independent variable is the variable that affects the cause of the dependent variable. The independent variable in this study is the teacher and student.

The research methods that will be used in designing the Comma application are as follows:

1. **Literature Review**
2. **Problem Formulation**
3. **Research Purposes**
4. **Variable Identification**
5. **Collecting Data**
   1. Teachers
   2. Students
   3. English Phrases
   4. Pre-test scores
   5. Post-test scores
6. **User and System Needs Analysis**
7. **System Mapping**
   1. Requirement System
   2. Data Flow Diagram
   3. Entity-Relationship Diagram
8. **Application Building and Design**
   1. Developing application design interface
   2. Building application database
   3. Generating application system
9. **Verification Test**
10. **Program Evaluation**
11. **System Evaluation**

### 3. Results and Discussion

The results of the research that has been carried out are as follows:

Verification test of Comma application is using black box testing method by testing each of the activity within the application to see if the application is eligible and acceptable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Testing</th>
<th>Expectation</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Signing up</td>
<td>signed up</td>
<td>user data signed up</td>
<td>User data signed up successfully</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sign in</td>
<td>signed in</td>
<td>user signed in into the application</td>
<td>User signed in successfully</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admin sign in</td>
<td>admin page</td>
<td>Redirected to admin page</td>
<td>Redirected to admin page successfully</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admin control</td>
<td>access to student detail information</td>
<td>Admin get access to student detail information</td>
<td>Accessed to student detail information successfully</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Quiz</td>
<td>work on the quiz and listen to the quiz answer</td>
<td>User can work on the quiz and listen to the quiz answer</td>
<td>User do the test and listen to the quiz answer successfully</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 1. Research Flowchart.**

**Fig. 2. Main Menu Interface.**
The interface on this Comma application uses a display that can attract children's interest to use this comma application for learning English. The display of the Comma application consists by various illustrations that can help children to recognize learning objects easily and interactively.

The test results state that all operations can be performed on this Comma application which shows the system operated as expected or it can be said that the system testing is successful so that the Comma application is ready to be released and used by users who need this application to improve their English skills through the TPR method.

4. Conclusions

Comma application is an application of English learning using the total physical response method. Android is used as the basis for designing and creating applications. Comma has the advantage of platform flexibility, which can be run anywhere and anytime easily because the android platform is generally located on mobile phones.

This comma application design can be used by both teachers and kindergarten students involved because there are 2 login portals for admin and for students. Each access is available for each portal so that in its use it is quite easy for users to run the application.

The interface on this Comma application uses a display that can attract children's interest to use this comma application for learning English. The display of the Comma application consists by various illustrations that can help children to recognize learning objects easily and interactively.

The test results state that all operations can be performed on this Comma application which shows the system operated as expected or it can be said that the system testing is successful so that the Comma application is ready to be released and used by users who need this application to improve their English skills through the TPR method.

With the Comma application, it can be used to improve understanding of the English language, especially in early childhood education and can be used as a good alternative in teaching English in the early childhood education environment.
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